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A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. The Ford Transit , also known as the Ford
T-Series in some markets, is a range of light commercial vehicles produced by Ford since Sold
primarily as a cargo van , the Transit is also built as a passenger van marketed as the Ford
Tourneo since , minibus , cutaway van chassis , and as a pickup truck. Over 8,, Transit vans
have been sold, making it the third best-selling van of all time [1] and have been produced
across four basic platform generations debuting in , , , and respectively , with various "facelift"
versions of each. The first product of the merged Ford of Europe , the Transit was marketed
through Western Europe and Australia; by the end of the twentieth century, it was marketed
nearly globally with the exception of North America until when it replaced the Ford E-Series in
The Transit has been the best-selling light commercial vehicle in Europe for forty years, and in
some countries the term "Transit" has passed into common usage as a generic trademark
applying to any light commercial van in the Transit's size bracket. Upon production in North
America, the Transit won second place in Motor Trend 's ' Truck of the Year ' award, behind the
newly introduced mid-size Chevrolet Colorado pickup and ahead of the new Ford F As of , the
Transit was the best-selling van of any type in the United States, minivan sales included. In the
engine capacity was enlarged to 1. From , this vehicle was called the Ford Taunus Transit.
Production of this model ceased in Because the production of civilian cars in the occupied zone
was reserved for the British for instance for Ford of Britain , Ford-Werke AG limited itself to the
production of trucks until Those trucks based on the slightly modified war models V S, B S und
V A as they were already produced before and during the 2nd World War in the Ford production
facilities in the Third Reich. Those trucks were now called "Rhein" and "Ruhr". Just as Ford
also had to comply with the type restrictions of the Schell-Plan , which were introduced in
March in anticipation of the war. After the war, several economical boundaries were abolished
and local markets did not exist anymore in the same way that they existed before. With this,
Ford of Britain and Ford-Werke AG suddenly became more competitive on the whole European
Continent than local market subsidiaries of their parent company in Detroit. The FK series was
successor of the "Rhein" and "Ruhr" trucks. Also most British Ford products had no Ford
emblem. The commercial vehicles produced at Ford-Werke AG were marketed with the FK logo,
while the passenger cars produced from onwards were offered under the name Taunus referring
to the re-produced pre-war model Ford Taunus G93A. Due to continental European habits, the
original series and model designations "FK" and Taunus mutated into real brands, each with its
own emblem and different models, comparable with Daimler Benz Mercedes models or General
Motors Opel models. The FK emblem consists of two slightly overlapping ovals with the "F"
from the well-known Ford emblem in the first and a "K" in the same font in the second oval. The
Taunus emblem first depicted the Cologne Cathedral ; from on until its discontinuation in ,
Cologne's city flag inspired the Taunus emblem. In , Ford discontinued the entire truck
production in Germany and took the FK brand off the market due to serious defects and
therefore strongly decreasing demand. The "new" Transit Taunus van was now labelled with the
Transit model name instead of the FK logo in big chrome letters and a big "Taunus" emblem as

well as a small Taunus lettering which was also mounted on the back of the vehicle. New,
however, was a small Ford logo underneath the right B-column. For example, the British Ford
Thames E was also assembled and improved as a left-hand drive version in the Ford assembly
plants in Copenhagen , Denmark, as well as the German FK was assembled in Azambuja ,
Portugal too. This turned out to be disadvantageous and cost-intensive especially after the fall
of various trade barriers within the newly founded EEC. For this reason, such a situation with
internal competition and parallel developments was very unsatisfactory for the Ford
headquarters in Detroit. The aim was to not only standardize the vehicle production world car ,
but also merge the company structures in Europe. Under parent's dictate, Ford of Britain and
Ford-Werke AG started the "Redcap-Project" in the commercial vehicle sector in , from which
the Ford Transit was launched in , based on a new unified platform. The brand Taunus was
taken off the market. Ford forced the standardization of platforms and even model-names
overall European market under the Ford brand and logo. After the Ford Transit in , a second
unified platform Ford Escort was launched in Since discontinuation of the Ford Granada name
even the Ford model-names are the same for the European market. The German vehicle was not
widely exported, and the "Mark 1" tag has commonly been applied, retrospectively, to the to
British model see below. Whilst there have only been four basic platforms since , the various
facelifts and upgrades over the years have been referred to using a conflicting range of "Mark"
numbers, with some sources counting a facelift as a new "Mark", some not. Ford's own
historical look back at Transit production, published for the launch of the model, avoids the
issue by referring to generations of Transit by years produced. This generation had the longest
production run of any Transit to date, staying largely unaltered for 12 years until the major
facelift of , with overall production lasting for over 20 years before finally being replaced by the
all-new VE6 platform in The van was produced initially at Ford's Langley facility in Berkshire,
England a former Second World War aircraft factory which had produced Hawker Hurricane
fighters , but demand outstripped the capability of the plant, and production was moved to
Southampton until closure in in favour of the factory at Ä°zmit , Turkey. Transits were also
produced in Ford's Genk factory in Belgium and also Turkey. Transits were produced in
Amsterdam for the local market from the mids until the end of This factory had ample capacity,
since the Ford Transcontinental produced there had little success total production in 6 years.
Although the Transit sold well in the Netherlands, it was not enough to save the factory, which
closed in December The Transit was introduced to replace the Ford Thames E , a small
mid-engined forward control van noted for its narrow track which was in competition with
similar-looking but larger vehicles from the BMC J4 and J2 vans and Rootes Group 's Commer
PB ranges. In a UK market segment then dominated by the Bedford CA , Ford's Thames
competitor, because of its restricted load area, failed to attract fleet users in sufficient numbers.
Ford switched to a front-engined configuration, as did the s by Bedford with their well-regarded
CA series vans. Henry Ford II 's revolutionary step was to combine the engineering efforts of
Ford of Britain and Ford of Germany to create a prototype for the Ford of Europe of
todayâ€”previously the two subsidiaries had avoided competing in one another's domestic
markets but had been direct competitors in other European markets. The Transit was a
departure from the European commercial vehicles of the day with its American-inspired
stylingâ€”its broad track gave it a huge advantage in carrying capacity over comparable
vehicles of the day. Most of the Transit's mechanical components were adapted from Ford's car
range of the time. Another key to the Transit's success was the sheer number of different body
styles: panel vans in long and short wheelbase forms, pick-up truck, minibuses, crew-cabs to
name but a few. The engines used in the UK were the Essex V4 for the petrol -engined version in
1. By using relatively short V-4 engines Ford were able to minimise the additional length
necessitated to place the engine ahead of the driver. As this engine was too long to fit under the
Transit's stubby nose, the diesel version featured a longer bonnet - which became nicknamed
as the "pig snout". The underpowered Perkins proved unpopular, and was replaced by Ford's
own York unit in The diesel version's long nose front was also used to accommodate the Ford
3. In Australia, in , to supplement the two Essex V4 engines that were available the Transit was
released with the long-nose diesel front used to accommodate an inline 6-cylinder engine
derived from the Ford Falcon. The Metropolitan Police reported on this vehicle in via a Scotland
Yard spokesman that 'Ford Transits are used in 95 per cent of bank raids. With the performance
of a car, and space for 1. The adoption of a front beam axle in place of a system incorporating
independent front suspension that had featured on its UK predecessor might have been seen as
a backward step by some, but on the road commentators felt that the Transit's wider track and
longer wheelbase more than compensated for the apparent step backwards represented by
Ford's suspension choices. The Transit was also assembled in South Africa between and , the
last Transit to be sold in that country until , when a fully imported model was introduced. Many

fleet owners experienced premature camshaft wear in early Pinto units in the Cortina and for
two years the Transit 75 was available with the 1. High-performance versions intended for police
or ambulance use used the 3. In , the York diesel engine was redesigned into the 2. At this time
this generation received a minor facelift including a grey plastic front grille with integrated
headlamp surrounds, wraparound indicators, longer bumper end caps and multifunction rear
lights incorporating fog, indicator, reversing and side lights for the panel van. This facelift did
not commonly result in a new "Mark" number. A selection of 5 engines was available: 1. On top
of this were 32 door combinations, 6 axle ratios and options for 12 â€” 17 interior seats. All of
these were available in any combination when purchased with Ford's highly customizable
custom plan. At the time this gave the business sector an unprecedented amount of flexibility,
which was a major factor in the vehicles' ultimate success. In , for mainland European market
only, the Transit Clubmobil was introduced by the Hymer company. This was fitted with a 1. In 3
years of production were produced and less than 20 are thought to still exist. In late the
well-equipped Transit Ghia was introduced to some markets, only as a nine-seater bus. This
offered a velour interior, full carpeting, tinted windows, sunroof, etcetera. Externally it can be
identified by chrome dog-dish hubcaps and extra lamps in the grille. The SIRA Transit used a
Sinpar transfer case and other parts, and was available with the 2-liter petrol four or the 2.
Codenamed VE6 , the second generation Transit platform appeared in January and was notable
for its all-new bodyshell which was of "one-box" design i. The engine range was carried over
largely unchanged from the last of the â€” Mk. The third generation Transit was developed
under the "Triton" code name. A subtle facelift in saw the fully independent front suspension
adopted across the range, whilst a redesigned floor plan allowed the use of single, rather than
paired, rear wheels on the LWB derivative, further increasing payloadâ€”these models are
identifiable by the slightly more rounded front headlamps. In Australia, the third generation
Transit did not go on sale until March , after a year absence from that market. A major facelift to
the Transit in gave the Transit a new nose and dashboard , along with the 2. Some of Ford's
valve engines, such as those found in the Scorpio , Escort RS and Galaxy were also based on
this block. At the same time air conditioning , electric windows, central locking, electric mirrors
and airbags were all made available as optional extras. For the 30th anniversary of the Transit in
Ford released a limited edition model called the Transit Hallmark. Six hundred were made and
were available in three colours with being made in each. In Europe the VE83 Transit was
available up to , but in Vietnam it was built up to when it was exchanged in June for the new
generation. Over its Ford predecessor produced from to , JMC made 70 major updates to the
design. The exterior was distinguished by revision to the front fascia, including larger front
headlamps and a redesigned grille and front bumper. ABS was offered as an option. The top
speed is specified at Sharing its underpinnings with the second-generation Transit, the
JMC-built Transit differed substantially in its powertrain configuration. Two Isuzu-produced 2.
While sharing much of its body with its predecessor, the Teshun underwent a redesign of the
front fascia with a larger front bumper and grille. The Transit, [43] introduced in July [ citation
needed ] , was the third all-new design, and borrowed styling cues from Ford's "New Edge"
designs, like the Focus and Ka. Developed by Ford in the United States, the main innovation is
that it is available in either front- or rear-wheel drive. Ford nomenclature makes this the V
rear-wheel-drive or V front-wheel-drive model. This model features the "Puma"-type Duratorq
turbo diesel engine also used in the Mondeo and Jaguar X-Type , with the petrol versions
moving up to the 2. A demonstration of this model's speed with the smallest panel van body,
highest output PS 2. This version won the International Van of the Year The Durashift EST
automatic transmission optional on all rear-wheel-drive models features controls mounted on
the dashboard, a specially adapted manual mode, tow-haul mode, economy mode and winter
mode. This is known as the ASM automatically shifting manual system in the Australian market.
Production of the van started at the new Ford-Otosan plant in Kocaeli, Turkey which saw the
end of all production at the Genk, Belgium plant which had been producing Transits since This
coincided with the introduction of the Transit Connect also produced in Kocaeli , a smaller
panel van based on the C Focus platform and aimed at replacing the older Escort and Fiesta
based models. Despite the name, the Connect has no engineering commonality with the full-size
Transit. The five millionth Transit rolled off the Southampton line on Monday, 18 July and was
donated to an English charity. The third-generation Transit received a facelift to the body,
introduced in August , including new front and rear lights, a new front end and a new interior
featuring the gearstick on the dashboard and Ford's new corporate radio design. Besides the
styling changes, the powertrains were revised. The old petrol engine was replaced with one
from the Ford Ranger , the front-wheel-drive diesel went from 2. The powertrains were changed
to meet new emissions legislation. Additionally, the facelift introduced CAN bus electronics to
the Transit for the first time. The new version Ford nomenclature V for front-wheel drive and V

for rear-wheel drive won International Van of the Year for despite tough competition from
several all-new rivals. This Transit arrived in Mexico to replace the Freestar after the model year.
This was the first Transit with a five-cylinder engine available in the 3. In late , the "coated
Diesel Particulate Filter" cDPF â€”designed to meet higher emission standards than the current
Euro IV requirementâ€”was introduced as an option on all diesel engines. Production ended in ,
with the Southampton plant closing down making this generation the last of the British built
Transits, but returned in China in two modified forms. It is a unique special that is the most
expensive Transit ever made. It uses a 3. The third-generation Ford Transit commenced
production in China in for the model year. Engine choices consisted the 2. The Transit in China
was given a facelift for the model year onwards with new headlights and taillights. As of , the 2.
During the Beijing Auto Show, a facelift named the Ford Transit Pro was unveiled featuring
another facelift on the third-generation Ford Transit for the model year. The facelift features a
redesigned front end and restyled tail lamps. The facelift also features updated powertrain to
fulfill the National Standard VI emissions standard in China. The updated engine is a 2. After
entering production for worldwide sale in , the Transit entered sale in North America in as an
early model. The introduction of the fourth generation saw a transition of the Transit nameplate
into a commercially-oriented sub-brand of Ford. To supplement its namesake vehicle and the
Transit Connect MPV, Ford spun off the previous front-wheel drive Transit into its own model
line, the Transit Custom sized between the Transit Connect and Transit , with the Fiesta-based
Transit Courier introduced in as the smallest model of the product range. The fourth-generation
Transit is offered in a rear-wheel drive powertrain layout; the front-wheel drive version of the
previous generation has been replaced by the Transit Custom. The Transit van is offered in two
wheelbases In a major change from the E-Series, the Transit uses a unibody chassis design
instead of a separate frame; while no longer using a separate chassis, the high use of boron
steel allowed for increase in payload capacity of up to pounds over a similar-configuration
E-Series. For its worldwide introduction in , the fourth-generation Transit inherited the Duratorq
diesel engines from the previous generation, shared with the Ranger and Mondeo. Gasoline
engines were also offered, including a 2. For production in the Americas, the Transit was
offered with higher-displacement gasoline engines shared with the F-Series. A hp 3. As an
option through Ford, the 3. In a design shift, the Transit and Transit Custom moved from the
New Edge styling of the previous generation to the Kinetic design language; the interior was
influenced by the third-generation Ford Focus. The van is offered in three different roof lengths
and three different roof heights. In most worldwide markets, the Transit passenger van is
primarily marketed under the Ford Tourneo name, with Ford using the Transit name for both
cargo and passenger vans in the United States and Canada. As with the E-Series and the
previous generation Transit, the model line serves as the basis for multiple commercial
vehicles, including ambulances, buses, and recreational vehicles. For production, the Ford
Transit underwent a mid-cycle model revision, distinguished by an update of the front fascia
and dashboard. For North America, a naturally-aspirated hp 3. Initially intended for North
American sale alongside the Transit Connect , the EcoBlue option was dropped shortly before
its introduction. For the first time for the Transit, all-wheel drive is an option for the model line
the first Ford van to offer all-wheel drive since the Aerostar. Offered in most worldwide markets,
the Transit Custom is not currently sold in the United States and Canada; it is sold in Mexico
where the predecessor front-wheel drive Transit replaced the Freestar minivan. For production,
the model line received an exterior update, distinguished by a new grille in line with the larger
Transit ; the interior received a new dashboard styled in line with the Fiesta. Worldwide
production of the fourth-generation Transit is sourced from two Ford facilities. All Transit
production for Europe and Asia is sourced from Ford Otosan in Kocaeli Province , Turkey; this
factory provides a percentage of global exports. In North America, the model line was launched
as a model, adopting the Transit name for both cargo and passenger vans rather than using the
Tourneo name used in other markets for passenger vans. A handful of companies offered
four-wheel-drive conversions, such as County Tractors of Knighton in Powys, Wales, UK [67]
who converted vans on behalf of Ford as a Special Vehicle Operations factory option. The first
Transit County models were based on the Mk2 Transit model, both long and short wheelbase.
The conversion used a Dana 44F front axle and a NP transfer box, both lifted from the Ford
Bronco, coupled to the regular Transit engine, gearbox and rear axle using three custom
propshafts. The Transit rear axle was retained, mounted to a rear subframe or 'lift cradle' to give
the extra ride height. Later panel vans also lost the twin-wheel rear axle that had been fitted on
earlier LWB versions. Introduced as part of the redesign of the Transit, the Tourneo is a
Transit-based 8 or 9-seat minibus, but over the years has become increasingly better trimmed
up to the point where it can almost be classified as a large MPV. Featuring back seats and back
windows similar to a minivan , the Tourneo is also considered an executive transport vehicle

and is often supplied with alloy wheels. Since its introduction, the Tourneo has followed the
same development cycle as the Transit; both versions receive updates at the same time. The
version based on the fourth generation Transit is marketed as the Ford Tourneo Custom, and
from has a plug-in hybrid engine option. Only models sold in Continental Europe and the British
Isles are shown, overseas territories often have different offerings. From Wikipedia, the free
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Add Wheel Size Widget to your website New! Search by car make, year and model. Make Year
Model. Wheel Size Widget for your website! IV [ Ford E Econoline 4. It is measured in
millimeters. Some factory wheels have a center bore that matches exactly with the hub to
reduce vibration by keeping the wheel centered. Rim width in x rim diameter in J is mounting

flange type. ET35 is positive offset of 35mm. It is vital not to deviate too far from the offset of the
wheel originally fitted to the vehicle. PCD is measured in mm. See Alloy Wheel fitment
information for Ford E Econoline for other model years: Try our Wheel Calculator Help us with
our new project TiresVote. Submit tire review. Your email was successfully sent. Notify about
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Style. Exceptional mechanical, exterior and interior condition with no visible wear; no
reconditioning required. Minimal wear and tear with no major mechanical or cosmetic problems;
may require limited reconditioning. Normal wear and tear. Has the vehicle ever been in an
accident? Does the vehicle have any flood damage? Are there any mechanical issues or
warning lights displayed on the dashboard? Are there any panels in need of paint or body
work? Yes, 1. Yes, 2. Yes, 3 or more. Are any interior parts broken or inoperable? Do any tires
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values for the Ford Windstar. SE 4dr Minivan 3. See more. Did you know? The term "Blue Book
Value" might refer to the Kelley Blue Book value, but is often used as a generic expression for a
given vehicle's market value. You can find the market value of your Ford Windstar on Edmunds.
You'll need to know some basic facts about your vehicle, such as the mileage, condition, option
packages and trim level. If the vehicle is in worse shape, you'll want to deduct a couple
thousand dollars for each of the lower two condition levels. Learn more. A number of factors
will affect how much a Ford Windstar is worth. For starters, you'll need information such as the
year, mileage, cond
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ition level, options and trim level. If you need a more accurate number, head to Edmunds, input
your vehicle's details and you'll get an accurate appraisal. The value of a Ford Windstar, or any
vehicle, is determined by its age, mileage, condition, trim level and installed options. Head to
Edmunds for a more detailed appraisal, where you can see its estimated dealer retail value
along with the values for other condition levels. There is no one perfect vehicle for everyone, so
it is difficult to make a broad assessment of the Ford Windstar. We recommend you read
Edmunds expert reviews and consumer reviews to make that buying decision for yourself.
When in doubt, ask to test-drive the Ford Windstar and see how it feels. Get a free appraisal
here. To understand if the Ford Windstar is a good vehicle for you, check out Edmunds' expert
and consumer reviews and ratings. To see if it's priced right, check out Edmunds' free appraisal
calculator. Sponsored cars related to the Windstar. Sign Up.

